Evidences for viral strain selection in late stages of HIV infection: an analysis of Vpu alleles.
One of the most studied topics about AIDS disease is the presence of different progression levels in patients infected by HIV. Several studies have shown that this progression is directly associated with host genetics, although viral factors are also known to play a role. Here we explore the contribution of Vpu protein in the evolution of viral population. The sequence variation of Vpu was analyzed during HIV infection in peripheral blood monocyte cells of 12 patients in different clinical stages of HIV-1 infection early and late stages of infections, separated by at least 4 years. The clustering analysis of Vpu sequences showed higher diversity of early alleles, non-random distribution of sequences, and viral evolution strains selection. Forty-two amino acid modifications were found in the multiple alignments of the 57 different alleles found for early stage were 23 modifications were found in the late stage dataset. Interestingly fourteen alteration of early stage were located in conserved site related with Vpu functions alterations while these alterations appear with less frequency in the late stage of infection. Moreover, late stage alleles tend to be similar with the Vpu wild type sequence, suggesting viral selection toward populations harboring more efficient variants during the course of infection. This would contribute to higher infectivity and viral replication actually observed at the aggressive late stages of infection. These data, in conjunction with in vitro experiments, will be important to elucidation of the physiological relevance of Vpu protein in the pathogenic mechanisms of AIDS.